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Eliminate frustrating data and identity gaps 
to unlock the true potential of Salesforce

Activate your data
And imagine the possibilities...

06

Build complex identity graphs
Digital identity resolution links both known and 
unknown user insights

05

Resolve data gaps instantly
Celebrus captures identity and interaction data 
across domain, channel, and device.

04

Sync your data in live-time
Celebrus data lands directly into your Salesforce 
instance within milliseconds

03

Inform your system
Start collecting data with OOTB signals as soon as 
Celebrus is configured

02

Activate Celebrus
Easily install on your digital channels and connect 
directly to Salesforce

01

6 steps to 
digital identity resolution 
in Salesforce

Actionable data. Robust audiences. Comprehensive digital identity.

Celebrus amplifies your tech stack with better, faster, more complete data fed directly to your Salesforce instance in live-
time, so you can realize the value only the best data can deliver. Celebrus delivers accurate, reliable, first-party insight to 
Salesforce in milliseconds, creating comprehensive interaction profile tables to power digital identity and increase the 
value of your marketing efforts with data-driven insight.

https://www.d4t4solutions.com/
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